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Polarization transfer in quasifree „p¢ ,n¢ … reactions on 2H and 3,4He targets at 197 MeV
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In this paper, we present a complete set of polarization-transfer observables measured at 197 MeV in the

quasifree region for (pW ,nW ) reactions on2H and 3,4He targets. Data were obtained at laboratory scattering angles
of 13°, 24°, 37°, and 48° for the2H target and at 13° and 37° for the3,4He targets. The data span an
energy-loss range up to 150 MeV, with a corresponding momentum-transfer rangeq50.75–2.4 fm21. The
polarization-transfer observables are used to calculate the center-of-mass polarization observables. The empiri-
cal results for the2H target are compared to the observables obtained from the free nucleon-nucleon database
and with Faddeev-type calculations. No discernible differences are observed in either the values of
polarization-transfer observables or in the center-of-mass polarization observables among the three nuclei
studied in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The empirical study of nuclear excitations leading to sp
isospin modes are central to our understanding, and in
ticular a more quantitative description, of nuclear pion ph
ics. Nuclear responses to a one-pion exchange tend t
unrealistically strong, requiring the introduction of nucle
spin-isospin correlations. In a general discussion of
nuclear spin-isospin response, two basic operators are in
duced, ‘‘longitudinal’’ and ‘‘transverse,’’ indicating the pre
ferred alignment between spin and momentum transfer.
spin-longitudinal operator is able to excite states carrying
quantum numbers of the pion and may be studied with h
ronic probes. Transverse excitations, on the other hand
excited in nuclear magnetic isovector transitions and may
studied both with hadronic and electromagnetic probes@1#.
In a more realistic representation, the spin-isospin-depen
residual interaction is represented via the exchange of
pion (p) and rho (r) mesons and the nuclear short-ran
correlation parameterg8 in the p1r1g8 model @1#. In this
model with a standard value ofg850.6, Albericoet al. @2#
pointed out that the spin-longitudinal interaction becom
attractive for momentum transfers greater than ab
1.0 fm21, while the spin-transverse interaction remains
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pulsive. Thus the ratio of the spin-longitudinal to spi
transverse response function should be greater than unity
momentum transfersq>1.0 fm21.

In an effort to find empirically this expected enhanc
ratio between the spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse
sponse functions, Chenet al. @3#, and later Taddeucciet al.
@4#, have published results of complete sets of polarizat

observables for quasifree (pW ,nW ) reactions on2H, 12C, and
40Ca at a bombarding energy of 495 MeV and scatter
angles of 12.5°, 18°, and 27° (q51.2, 1.7, and 2.5 fm21).
The ratio of the evaluated spin responses in an energy-
range 30–200 MeV is close to 1.0 in contradiction with t
expected enhancement. However, a comparison of the s
rate responses to theoretical calculations seems to reve
strong enhancement in the spin-transverse channel. This
cess strength may mask the effect of pionic correlations
the ratio between the spin response functions. The theore
results@5# are based on distorted wave impulse approxim
tion ~DWIA ! with random-phase approximation~RPA! cal-
culations using phenomenological interactions and thep
1r1g8 model of the isovector residual particle-hole inte
action.

More recently, Wakasaet al. @6# published a complete se
of polarization-transfer coefficients measured for quasiela
(pW ,nW ) reactions on2H, 6Li, 12C, 40Ca, and208Pb at a bom-
barding energy of 346 MeV and a laboratory scattering an
of 22° (q'1.7 fm21). The authors used a plane-wave im
pulse approximation with eikonal and optimal factorizati

th
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approximations to calculate the ratio of spin responses.
was the case at 495 MeV with Taddeucci’s data@4#, no
nuclear medium enhancement of the ratio of the respon
was observed. Although the observed spin-longitudinal
sponse is consistent with the pionic enhanced RPA calc
tions, a large excess for the spin-transverse response is f
in comparison with either RPA calculations or spi
transverse responses obtained from electron scattering d

In a recent paper, Kawahigashiet al. @7# present a DWIA
formalism for analyzing spin observables excited in char
exchange reactions leading to the continuum. It utilizes
sponse functions calculated by the continuum RPA, wh
include the effective mass, the spreading widths, and thD
degrees of freedom. The nuclear Fermi motion is treated
the optimal factorization, and the nonlocality of the nucleo
nucleon (NN) t matrix by an averaged reaction plane a
proximation. The calculations of the spin-longitudinal cro
sections of12C, 40Ca(pW ,nW ) at 495 and 346 MeV@4,6# rea-
sonably reproduced the measured values, however, the
culated spin-transverse cross sections are much smaller
the observed ones. This is consistent with the predicted
hancement of the spin-longitudinal response functionRL .
However, the observed spin-transverse cross sections
much larger than the calculated ones, which is not consis
with the predicted quenching of the spin-transverse respo
function.

Pandharipande and collaborators@8,9# have calculated is-
ovector spin responses of deuterium and integral prope
of these responses in light nuclei and nuclear matter fr
realistic models of nuclear forces. Their results confirm
previous RPA calculations done for heavier nuclei in wh
the nuclear spin-longitudinal response has more strength
the spin-transverse response. However, the authors que
the energy distribution of the strength predicted by RPA a
suggest that (pW ,nW ) polarization-transfer measurements
carried out on light nuclei such as2H, 3He, and4He because
~a! distortion of the proton and neutron waves will be smal
in these light nuclei,~b! the value of the spin-transverse r
sponse can be compared directly with empirical data
tained with electromagnetic probes,~c! the spin response val
ues for the deuteron can be calculated exactly, and~d!
medium effects proposed to explain the lack of empiri
enhancement of the longitudinal response in12C and 40Ca
presumably should be negligible in these light nuclei.

Koltun @10# has also questioned the energy dependenc
the nuclear spin responses, which differs for theories w
strongNN nuclear correlations and those from RPA pred
tions. His results lead to a much reduced sensitivity
nuclear reactions to the correlations that are responsible
pion excess, pointing out that in (pW ,nW ) spin-transfer data, the
expected effects are found to be smaller than the experim
tal uncertainties.

The empirical observables are the polarization trans
observablesDi j ~see Sec. IV! and a linear combination o
these are used to obtain the polarization observablesDi ~see
Sec. VI C!. The latter may be used to obtain the part
spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse cross sections. W
some approximations@11#, the empirical spin responses ma
be obtained from these partial cross sections. Although
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vious authors@4,6# have compared their results with theore
ical models at the level of the spin responses, recently@7# the
comparison has been made at the level of partial cross
tions because it does not involve the approximations use
obtain the spin responses. In this paper, we choose to c
pare the empiricalDi j values for the2H(pW ,nW ) reaction with
ab initio calculations. The incident proton energy is in th
range where ‘‘exact calculations’’ for the2H target may be
performed, using the Faddeev method with realisticNN
forces.

We have measured a complete set of polarization-tran
data for quasielastic (pW ,nW ) reactions at 197 MeV on ligh
nuclei targets,2H and 3,4He, as well as on heavier targe
12C, 40Ca, and 208Pb at momentum transfers,q, between
0.75 and 2.4 fm21 measured at 197 MeV.

The results of this work, together with those for2H at 346
MeV from Osaka@6# and those obtained at Los Alamos N
tional Lab at 495 MeV@4#, represent a rather complete stud
of the quasielastic region at similar momentum transfers,
at different bombarding energies. They span a region w
changes in the distortions of the nuclear mean field a
where the freeNN t-matrix components are significantly dif
ferent, allowing for the study of their separation from th
underlying nuclear pion physics of interest.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The measurements were performed at the Indiana Uni
sity Cyclotron Facility~IUCF! using the beam swinger, th
INPOL neutron time-of-flight facility @12#, and the Kent
State ‘‘2p ’’ neutron polarimeter@13#. The experiment was
performed during several running time periods that sp
about 3 yr. Detailed descriptions of the INPOL facility an
the neutron polarimeter systems can be found in R
@12,13#. Here we present only salient details of the expe
mental setup relevant to the present experiment.

A. Targets

A complete set of polarization-transfer coefficients w
measured for (pW ,nW ) reactions on self-supported 98% isotop
cally enriched CD2 targets with a total thickness o
150 mg/cm2, and on C targets of the same thickness. T
beam intensity was limited to 150 nA with the solid CD2
target to avoid loss of material. These targets were mad
three layers of about 50 mg/cm2, each covered with
30 mg/cm2 of Au per side, to disperse the heat generated
the beam energy loss. In a later experiment, a gaseous t
was used. The gas target@14# was a stainless steel box, wit
front and back windows made from a 25.4mm-thick Havar
foil. The absolute cell pressure was as high as 10 atm and
box was cooled down by continuous flow from a LN2 reser-
voir. The gas target was mounted in the regular target lad
enabling the use of either a solid target or a gas target,
pending on the experimental demand. Gas full and em
spectra were collected, as well as spectra from a Havar
three times the thickness of the Havar foil in the gas tar
windows. We found no difference between the spectra fr
the empty gas target and from the Havar foil target. This
1-2
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POLARIZATION TRANSFER IN QUASIFREE (pW ,nW ) . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034611
us to the conclusion that there was neither significant be
halo striking the cell body nor contaminants buildup on t
cold gas cell window. We used the Havar foil spectra
background spectra because with three times shorter run
obtained the same luminosity. The same gas target was
for all three gases2H and 3,4He.

B. Polarized proton beam

The High Intensity Polarized Ion Source~HIPIOS! @15#
was used to provide up to 78% polarized proton beams w
intensities up to 350 nA. The beam polarization was cyc
between ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘reverse’’ at 30 sec intervals. Supe
conducting solenoids located in the proton beam line w
used to precess the proton spin polarization so as to hav
target either of the three spin states normalN̂, sidewaysŜ, or
longitudinal L̂. The settings on the solenoids take into a
count the proton spin precession caused by the swinger m
nets. Values of the proton beam polarization were conti
ously measured with beam line polarimeters loca
immediately after the superconducting solenoids@16#.

C. Neutron beam line

Magnets located after the scattering target were use
precess the neutron spin into desirable orientations for
measurements of the 3 components of the spin vector
particular, superconducting solenoids were used to rotate
neutron spin both190° and290° about the momentum axi
in separate series of runs to correct for possible geomet
asymmetries in the polarimeter. In another series of runs
pole magnets were used to precess the longitudinal com
nent of the neutron spin to a direction normal to its mom
tum and thus observable in the polarimeter.

Two large-volume neutron polarimeters were used.
POL was located in the 0° neutron beam line and data w
acquired atu50°, 13°, and 24°, while the Kent State Un
versity ~KSU! 2p polarimeter was placed in the 24° neutro
beam line to obtain data atu524°, 37°, and 48°. Data wer
taken at the common angle 24° with both polarimeters
cross check the polarization results. We briefly describe th
polarimeters in the next sections, while more detailed
scriptions are given in Refs.@12,13# respectively.

D. INPOL polarimeter

INPOL @12# consists of two pairs of detector ‘‘planes’’ a
oriented perpendicular to the incident neutron flux. Ea
1 m2 ‘‘plane’’ consists of ten scintillators that are eac
10-cm high, 10-cm thick, and 1-m long. The first three
these planes are stainless steel tanks filled with Bicron
517S liquid scintillator, which was chosen for its high hydr
gen content~H:C51.7!. The scintillator for the fourth plane
which was added later, is BC-408 plastic and also consist
10 separate detectors. The front pair of scintillator pla
serve as the analyzer of the polarimeter, scattering the
tron such that it is detected in the rear of planes. Time,
sition, and pulse-height information from both pairs
planes are used to select events where the detected neut
close to freenp scattering kinematics at forward angles, a
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the resulting analyzing power is enhanced and reproduci
The effective analyzing power for the polarimeter rang
from 0.24 to 0.29@12#. Both horizontal and vertical scatte
ing were detected allowing for the simultaneous measu
ments of vertical and horizontal polarization components
spectively. Thin plastic scintillators in front of these plan
are used to tag charged particles. An intrinsic time resolut
of about 300 ps~FWHM! and a position resolution of abou
4.5 cm ~FWHM! were usually obtained. The neutron fligh
path to the first detector plane was measured to be 159

E. KSU 2p polarimeter

The KSU 2p polarimeter @13# consists of four 10-cm
high, 10-cm wide, and 50-cm long BC-404 plastic scintill
tors, which are used as neutron scatterers or analyzers. T
are situated with the long axis along the neutron’s direct
of motion. Displaced 160 cm downstream from the center
the front four scintillators is an azimuthally symmetr
‘‘ring’’ of 12 large BC-400 plastic scintillation detectors o
dimensions 10-cm high by 25-cm wide and 1-m long. T
back ‘‘ring’’ has a diameter of 116 cm. The scattering ang
between the center of the analyzer detectors and the cent
any of the ring detectors is 20°.

Neutrons scattered from the analyzers are detected in
complete azimuthal coverage~catchers!. All 16 detectors are
mean timed, using fast photomultiplier tubes on each end
the scintillators. Time, position, and pulse-height informati
from the central and cylindrical detectors were again use
definenp scattering kinematics for forward angle neutron
The effective analyzing power for the polarimeter rang
from 0.38 to 0.40@13#. An intrinsic time resolution of abou
120 ps~FWHM! and a position resolution of about 1.7 c
~FWHM! were obtained. The neutron flight path to the an
lyzer was set to either about 25 m or 50 m depending on
energy resolution required for the experiment.

F. Polarimeter cross calibrations

In a separate run using the beam swinger INPOL was
at a scattering angle of 24°, and polarization data were ta
for the 6Li( pW ,nW )6Be reaction. The KSU 2p polarimeter was
subsequently set at the same scattering angle. The cross
tion and polarization data were compared over the large
ergy range of the quasielastic peak and the polarimeters
duced consistent results. In general they agree better
10%.

Neutron energies were measured by time-of-flight fro
the target to the front detectors, with an overall energy re
lution that depended on target thickness. For either polar
eter an energy resolution better than 1.5 MeV~FWHM! was
achieved. For INPOL, absolute differential cross sectio
were obtained using the method described in Ref.@12#.
Briefly, the product of the neutron detector efficiency f
double scattering and the neutron absorption in air and o
material over the 159 m neutron flight path was measure
0° using the7Li( p,n)7Be reaction under similar experimen
tal conditions as used for the targets in this study. The
differential cross section for this reaction is well known fro
activation measurements@17#. For the KSU 2p polarimeter,
1-3
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absolute differential cross sections were determined by c
paring cross section data obtained at 24° for
7Li( p,n)7Be reaction and for the12C(p,n)12N reaction with
previous absolute cross section measurements of these
tions @18,19#.

III. DATA REPLAY

The data taken during the experiments were stored
magnetic tapes, which were processed offline. The rep
was conducted at several universities and some of the s
data were replayed at least by two different groups. Th
experiments were done at IUCF, two or three times a yea
periods of 2–3 weeks, over about 3 yr. It was important
make sure that the several detector’s calibrations were
same and that replay software conditions were identical.

The detector’s performance was checked at INPOL us
data acquired from cosmic rays. An event that require
tenfold coincidence for all the ten cells in a plane indica
the passage of high-energy cosmic-ray muons depositin
known amount of energy in the cell. This type of event w
recorded simultaneously with the reaction data being stud
In replay these data were used to calibrate the detecto
pulse height, position of the events, and timing. A fourfo
coincidence of signals in all four planes represented cosm
ray events traversing INPOL in an horizontal directio
These signals, taken without beam, were used to perfor
time calibration for the four planes. A more detailed descr
tion of the procedure and software used for the calibrat
may be found in Refs.@20–22#.

Because of the geometry of the 2p polarimeter, cosmic
rays could not be used to calibrate the device. To monitor
gain of the photomultipliers, light emitting diodes~LEDs!
embedded in the light guides of the detectors were pu
periodically. Drifts in the gain were then corrected by adju
ing the high voltage applied to the photomultiplier tubes. T
timing of the front four detectors could be monitored
observing the position of gamma-ray events produced w
the beam struck the target. These events appear as a na
peak in a time-of-flight spectrum; changes in the peak p
tion indicate timing drifts and are compensated for dur
replay of the data. Timing drifts in the back 12 detecto
were monitored by observingg rays generated in the fron
detectors and detected in the back scintillators. These s
teredg events were produced by both Compton scattering
g rays generated in the target and by interaction of the n
trons with the carbon in the scintillator. These events did
deposit much energy in either the front or back detect
compared to the primary neutron events, and were isola
by placing low pulse-height gates on the data during the
replay of the data.

IV. DATA REDUCTION

The polarization-transfer coefficientsDi j ( i 5S8,N8,L8, j
5S,N,L) relate the outgoing neutron polarization to the
cident proton polarization according to the followin
equation@3#:
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wherepW (pS ,pN ,pL) represents the incident proton polariz
tion andp8W (pS8

8 ,pN8
8 ,pL8

8 ) indicates the outgoing neutron po
larization. The directions of the coordinate system are
fined in terms of the incident proton momentumkW lab and the
outgoing neutron momentumk8W lab in the laboratory frame of
reference asL̂5 k̂ lab, L̂ 85 k̂8 lab, N̂5N̂85( k̂ lab3 k̂8 lab)/uk̂ lab

3 k̂8 labu, Ŝ5N̂3L̂ , andŜ85N̂83L̂ 8.
The incident proton beam was tuned so as to have a

larization with a single dominant component on target. T
beam polarization was continuously monitored and this g
was usually achieved; however, if the beam polarization h
components other than the one selected~to a level higher
than 5%!, then the beam was stopped and retuned. Values
the analyzing powerAy , the induced polarizationP, and the
transfer coefficientDN8N were obtained from results with
normally polarized proton beam. The in-plane observab
DS8S , DL8S andDL8L , DS8L are calculated using results ob
tained with sideways and longitudinal polarized prot
beam, respectively. In what follows, we will use the notati
Di j without the primes to denote polarization-transfer co
ficients, wherei represents the outgoing nucleon andj the
incident nucleon.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All tabulated results have been transmitted to the Natio
Nuclear Data Center, at Brookhaven National Lab. wh
they can be retrieved from their CSISRS database at U
www.nndc.bnl.gov.

A. Observables for the 2H„p¢ ,n¢ … reaction

Observables for the2H(pW ,nW ) reaction were obtained a
laboratory scattering angles of 13°, 24°, 37°, and 48° from
cross-section-weighted subtraction of the C observables f
the CD2 observables. Data were also obtained at scatte
angles of 13° and 37° using a gaseous2H target with a
thickness of 18.1 mg/cm2. In the latter case, a subtractio
was done from an empty gas cell or from data obtained w
a Havar foil target three times the thickness of the Ha
used in the windows for the gas cell. It was rewarding
observe excellent agreement in the results obtained at
same angles. Preliminary results obtained with the solid
gets have been reported by Cooper@20#.

We present in Fig. 1 data taken atu lab513°. The top
panel shows spectra taken with the gaseous cell. The hat
spectrum corresponds to the empty gas cell. The mid
panel shows spectra for the CD2 target and the C ‘‘back-
ground’’ spectrum. The bottom panel compares the2H(p,n)
double differential cross section obtained with both targe
1-4
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The results indicate agreement well within 10% uncertain
In general the background provided by the Havar foil is
smooth continuum, while that of the C foil is characteriz
by the Gamow-Teller transition to the12N(g.s.), and the low-
lying strong dipole and spin-dipole transitions. At high
angles these transitions are weaker.

For the solid targets, absolute double differential cro
sections were obtained from the CD2 and C values according
to @3,20#

s2H5~sCD2
2sC!/2. ~2!

Similarly, polarization observables were obtained from

D2H5~DCD2
2 f CDC!/~12 f C!, ~3!

whereD represents one of the observablesDi j , P, or A and
f C5sC(v)/sCD2

(v) is the carbon fraction of the CD2 cross

section for energy lossv. The carbon fraction was estimate
based on nominal target thicknesses and integrated beam
rents. Relative normalizations were adjusted to obtain
best subtraction of the prominent peak corresponding to
transition to the 42 state atEx54.2 MeV in 12N. For the
2H gas target, similar equations were used, replacing
symbol C for that of Havar. The final values reported in th
paper at 13° and 37° correspond to weighted average va
from these two targets. The values at 24° and 48° were
tained with only the solid targets. A 3% systematic unc
tainty in the background fraction~either C or Havar! has
been included in the calculation of the2H(pW ,nW ) observables.
This uncertainty was estimated from uncertainties in be
current normalizations.

FIG. 1. Foreground and background spectra obtained for
2H(p,n) reaction at 13°. The top panel represents data obta
using a gas cell with2H gas. The background from a havar targ
is shown with hatched lines. The middle panel indicates data
tained with a solid CD2 target and the background from a C targ
The bottom panel shows a comparison for the double differen
2H(p,n) cross section obtained with the gas target~solid histo-
gram! and the solid target~dotted histogram!.
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1. Double differential cross sections for the2H„p¢ ,n¢ … reaction

In Fig. 2, we present the2H(pW ,nW ) laboratory double dif-
ferential cross sections measured atu lab513°, 24°, 37°, and
48°. An uncertainty of'10% is estimated on the absolu
cross section values. In all cases the solid curves repre
results from Faddeev-type calculations, see Sec. VI B. T
dashed vertical lines mark the energy loss for freenp scat-
tering. The top frame of Fig. 2 corresponds to data taken
u lab513° (q'0.73 fm21). The peak at lower energy loss
v'9 MeV, than the dashed vertical line for freenp scat-
tering, corresponds to the two-proton final state interaction
the 2H(p,n)2He reaction. At small momentum transfers, th
reaction has a 11→01 spin structure. Thus, it can produc
observables quite different from those of freenp scattering.
We have not included this region in our analysis forDi j
coefficients. At other angles, the final-state-interaction p
is weaker compared to the quasifree peak.

It is worth noting in Fig. 2 a few points of interest. Th
Faddeev calculations displayed atu lab524° and 37° show
the peak of the double differential cross section below
observed peak and below the energy loss for freenp scatter-
ing. This is a pure kinematics effect resulting for not usi
relativistic kinematics in the Faddeev calculations. This
fect is angle dependent as observed in the figure. Only

e
d

,
b-

al

FIG. 2. Laboratory double differential cross section for t
2H(p,n) reaction measured atEp5197 MeV and scattering angle
u lab513°, 24°, 37°, and 48° as a function of energy lossv. The
vertical dashed lines correspond to the energy loss for freenp scat-
tering. The solid line is a result of Faddeev calculations based
the CD BonnNN interaction.
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D. L. PROUTet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034611
u lab548°, the peak of the empirical data is located at
energy loss below that for freenp scattering. A similar effect
has been reported in (p,n) reactions in other nuclei@19#,
studied at 186 MeV. We do not know the exact reasons
this effect, although it is possible that the neutron efficien
of the KSU ‘‘2p ’’ polarimeter is not well understood for low
energy neutrons.

We have summed the double differential cross section
the laboratory frame for the2H(p,n) reaction in a 70-MeV
wide region starting from threshold at 13° and 24° and c
tered around the quasifree peak for the other two angles.
results are compared in Table I with similar sums obtain
for free scattering and from the Faddeev calculations. At
the quasifree peak has not yet completely developed and
energy resolution of the present experiment is not go
enough to separate it from the peak due to the two-pro
final-state interaction. Thus the empirical sum contains c
tributions of a partially blocked quasifree cross section a
of the two-proton final-state interaction. At the other thr
angles, the measured cross section, the value for the
cross section, and the results for the Faddeev calculat
compare well with each other. This provides a valua
check on the cross section normalizations used in this exp
ment.

2. Polarization-transfer coefficients for the2H„p¢ ,n¢ … reaction

Values for allDi j , Ay , and P for the 2H(pW ,nW ) reaction
measured atu lab513°, 24°, 37°, and 48° are presented
Figs. 3–6, respectively. In all cases the dotted vertical li
mark the energy loss for freenp scattering. The solid curve
correspond to Faddeev calculations, see Sec. VI B. In the
right frame of each figure, values forAy andP are presented
The latter observable has been offset by 3 MeV in ene
loss, in order to visualize them properly. The data presen
in these figures are binned in 10 or 15 MeV intervals depe
ing on the statistics achieved at each angle. The statistics
best around the peak of the quasifree scattering cross sec
which is the region with the largest double differential cro
section. In this region typical uncertainties for theDi j coef-
ficients are about60.05.

TABLE I. Parameters for the2H(p,n) quasifree cross section
at 197 MeV. The integrated cross sections correspond to a 70-M
wide region of excitation starting from threshold atu lab513° and
24°, and centered around the quasifree peak for the other an
The freeNN charge-exchange cross sections using the CD B
potential are also indicated. An estimated uncertainty of 10%
assigned to the measured values.

Peak location Integrateds
u lab v~MeV! mb/sr

measured free s~measured! s~free! s~Faddeev!

13° 11.2 22.3 28 16.1
24° 38 36.7 15.7 16.6 14.0
37° 80 80.5 6.5 7.4 5.7
48° 114 122.5 2.6 4.8 3.5
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In general there is good agreement between data and
Faddeev calculations. However, there are two notable
crepancies. One is noted in Fig. 5 where atu lab537° the
empirical DSS values are less negative than the calcula
ones. The other one is in Fig. 6 where the FaddeevAy values
are not the same as theP values around the quasielastic pe
location as it is the case for the other angles. The equa
Ay5P around the quasielastic peak is correct only for tw
body processes as in freenp scattering. In case of three bod
processes this is not true and thus existing equalities are
approximate. We do not know the reasons for the discr
ancy observed in theDSS values. In cases where other tha
two-body processes are important, the Faddeev values
different from theNN optimal values and in general th
agreements are only approximate ones.

B. Observables for the 3,4He„p¢ ,n¢ … reactions

Observables for the3,4He(pW ,nW ) reaction were obtained a
laboratory scattering angles of 13° and 37° using a hi
pressure, low-temperature gas target. The gas cell temp
ture and pressure were continuously monitored during
experiments. The thicknesses of the3He and 4He targets
under the above conditions were'16 mg/cm2 and
'24 mg/cm2, respectively. Data were also measured w
13CH4 gas in the target cell. This was done at room tempe
ture and at a pressure of'4 atm. The results, corrected fo

V

es.
n

is

FIG. 3. Polarization-transfer coefficients, analyzing power, a
induced polarization for the reaction2H(pW ,nW ) measured atEp

5197 MeV and atu lab513°, q'0.8 fm21. The vertical dashed
lines correspond to the energy loss for freenp scattering. The solid
line is a result of Faddeev calculations based on the CD BonnNN
interaction.
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target thickness, agreed to within the systematic uncertain
associated with the areal density of the gaseous ta
('5%).This gave us confidence that the performance of
gaseous targets was well understood. Data were take

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but atu lab524°, q'1.4 fm21.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but atu lab537°, q'2.0 fm21.
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1996 and in 1998 for the3He target. In the second run, th
neutron polarimeter located atu537° was moved closer to
the target to increase the counting rate. Results for the 1
run were reported by Savopulos@21#. Excellent agreemen
was obtained for both runs, and the average results are
sented here. Data for4He were taken during August 199
and March 1998.

1. Double differential cross sections for the3,4He„p¢ ,n¢ … reactions

In Fig. 7 we present laboratory double differential cro
sections for the (pW ,nW ) reactions observed atu lab513° and at
Ep5197 MeV on the three targets2H and 3,4He. An uncer-
tainty of '10% is estimated on the absolute cross sect
values. The dashed vertical lines represent the location o
energy loss for freenp scattering. At this angle the quas
elastic peak has not yet completely developed, but base
the shape of the double differential cross section, it see
that the quasielastic peak is more Pauli blocked in4He than
in 3He. In Table II, we present for the three gaseous targ
cross sections summed up in a 70-MeV wide region of ex
tation starting from threshold atu lab513° (q'0.9 fm21)
and centered around the quasifree peak at 37°q
'2.0 fm21) . The freeNN charge exchange cross sectio
using the CD Bonn potential is also tabulated.

Palarczyket al. @23# have reported on cross section a
analyzing powers for (pW ,n) reactions on3,4He at 200 MeV
for angles betweenu lab50° and 44°. The present results fo
double differential cross sections and analyzing powers ag
well with those reported in Ref.@23#. As pointed out in that
reference, the differential cross section for3He(pW ,nW ) is ex-
pected to be a factor of 2 smaller than the4He(pW ,nW ) because

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 3 but atu lab548°, q'2.4 fm21.
1-7
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D. L. PROUTet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034611
there is only one neutron in3He versus two in4He. The
present data~Table II! agrees with that observation. The su
cross section for the2H(pW ,nW ) reaction and for the3He(pW ,nW )
reaction atq'2.0 fm21 are approximately the same, reflec
ing the fact that in both cases there is only one neutron in
target nucleus. Atq'0.9 fm21, the sum cross section fo
the 2H(pW ,nW ) reaction is larger because it includes the cro
section for the two-proton final-state interaction.

In Fig. 8 the double differential cross sections for t
(pW ,nW ) reaction on these targets atu lab537° and at Ep
5197 MeV are shown. The dashed vertical lines repres
the location of the energy loss for freenp scattering. The
quasielastic peak location for the4He(p,n) reaction is about
9 MeV higher than that for freenp scattering, while for the

FIG. 7. Laboratory double differential cross section observed
u lab513° andEp5197 MeV for the (p,n) reactions on2H and
3,4He targets. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the en
loss for freenp scattering.

TABLE II. Differential cross sections for (p,n) reactions on
2H, 3,4He at 197 MeV, in mb/sr as a function ofq obtained by
integrating the spectra in a 70-MeV wide region of excitation. T
sum cross section has been obtained starting from thresho
u lab513° and centered around the quasifree peak at 37°. The
NN charge-exchange cross sections using the CD Bonn pote
are also tabulated. An estimated 10% uncertainty is assigne
these values.

q'0.8 fm21 q'2.0 fm21

s~mb/sr! s~mb/sr!

2H 22.3 6.5
3He 17.9 5.5
4He 32.7 8.3
FreeNN 28 7.4
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(p,n) reactions on2H and 3He the quasielastic peak is a fe
MeV higher than that for freenp scattering. The spectra fo
the 4He(p,n) reaction show a steep rise near threshold,
dicating contributions from nuclear excitation in4Li @23#.

2. Polarization-transfer coefficients for the3,4He„p¢ ,n¢ … reactions

Values for all Di j , Ay , and P for 3He ~triangle data
points! and 4He ~diamond data points! at u lab513° and 37°
are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The data have been binn
10 or 15 MeV intervals depending on the statistics achie
at each angle. The statistics are best around the peak o
quasifree scattering cross section, which is the region w
the largest double differential cross section. In this reg
typical uncertainties for theDi j coefficients are about60.05.
The solid curves in all cases correspond to the Faddeev
culations done for the2H(pW ,nW ) reaction at the correspondin
angles. In general there is good agreement between the
and these calculations, which implies indirectly good agr
ment among the data sets for all three targets.

It is noted that values forP are different than those fo
Ay , being lower atu lab513° but higher atu lab537°, point-
ing to other than two-body processes in these reactions.
was not the case at these angles for the2H(pW ,nW ) reaction.

VI. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON
WITH CALCULATIONS

The empirical spin observables in quasielastic (pW ,nW ) reac-
tions obtained at 346 MeV@6# and 495 MeV@3# were trans-
formed into spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse respon
using the framework of a plane-wave impulse approximat
with eikonal and optimal factorization approximation
These responses were compared to theoretical spin respo
obtained with RPA calculations. The ratio of the empiric

t

gy

at
ee
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to

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but atu lab537°.
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evaluated spin responses is close to 1.0, in contradiction
the expected spin-longitudinal enhancement due to pio
effects within the RPA framework. References@4,6# indicate
a large excess in the observed spin-transverse response
pared to the RPA calculations, which seems to mask the
hancement in the ratio of the responses, making them c
to unity. See also Ref.@7#.

We choose in this work to compare the spin observa
results for the2H(pW ,nW ) reactiondirectly with ab initio cal-
culations, and results for the3,4He(pW ,nW ) reaction with free
np results using modernNN phase shift solutions. In the las
few years a new generation ofNN potentials, very well ad-
justed to NN data up to 300 MeV, has been construct
resulting in ax2'1 for all existingNN data. Among such
potentials we find the Nijmegen93@24#, the AV18 @25#, the
CD Bonn @26#, and the Arndt phase-shift analysis@27#.
Sample calculations forDi j observables for the2H(pW ,nW )
reaction atEp5200 MeV andu lab537° are presented in
Ref. @28#. Excellent agreement is observed for theDi j val-
ues, independent of any of the above potentials or ph
solutions used.

A. The optimal frame

In most calculations that describe nucleon-nucleus (NA)
quasielastic collisions, the two-body amplitudes are deri
from free on-shell amplitudes calculated from experimen

FIG. 9. Polarization-transfer coefficients, analyzing power, a

induced polarization for the reactions3,4He(pW ,nW ) measured atEp

5197 MeV and atu lab513°, q'0.8 fm21. The vertical dashed
lines correspond to the energy loss for freenp scattering. The solid
lines are a result of optimal frame calculations usingnp values
derived from the CD Bonn potential.
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phase shifts, assuming that theNN amplitudes depend only
on the incident energy and the momentum transferqW . In gen-
eral these amplitudes should be evaluated off-shell, sho
include medium modifications, and should reflect the dep
dence on the momentum of the struck nucleon, which va
in NA systems due to its Fermi motion. In order to calcula
quasielastic observables, it is necessary to integrate ove
struck nucleon’s Fermi momentum. This is greatly simplifi
if the two-body amplitudes are factored out of the integrat
by evaluating them in a frame where the struck nucleo
momentum has a constant ‘‘optimal’’ value. The ‘‘optima
frame most appropriate for large-energy-loss quasifree s
tering has been discussed in detail by Gurvitz@29#, Smith
@30#, and Ichimura and Kawahigashi@31#. In Fig. 11, we
present values obtained in the optimal frame for moment
transferq, effective laboratory kinetic energy, and effectiv
center-of-mass angle, as a function of energy lossv calcu-
lated for the reaction2H(p,n) at an incident energy ofElab
5200 MeV. The solid lines, dashed lines, dot-dash lin
and dotted lines correspond to results obtained atu lab
513°, 24°, 37°, and 48°, respectively. The calculations
u lab513° and 24° are limited to an energy loss only up
v5100 MeV, which corresponds to the range of the pres
experiment. We note the large variation in the effective lab
ratory kinetic energy as a function ofv, especially for for-
ward angles.

B. Faddeev calculations

Observables for the2H(pW ,nW ) reaction may be calculate
using exact solutions of 3N Faddeev equations with moder

d
FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but atu lab537°, q'2.0 fm21.
1-9
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D. L. PROUTet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034611
NN forces @32#. We have done such calculations using t
CD Bonn@26# NN interaction. At a given energy, because
the short range nature of theNN force only a finite number
of the total two-body angular momenta of the 2N system up
to j max and total angular momenta of the 3N system up to
Jmax, contribute. At 200 MeV incident energy, convergin
results appear forj max55 andJmax525/2. The Faddeev re
sults~solid and dot-dashed curves! for spin polarization data
at u lab537° are compared to the optimal framenp calcula-
tions with the CD Bonn@26# phase shift solutions~dashed
curves! in Fig. 12. It is clear from the figure, that the agre
ment between both calculations is limited only to a narr
region of about620 MeV around the quasielastic peak, re
resented by the vertical dotted lines. It is possible tha
excitations above the quasielastic peak contributions fr
multiple scattering, not included in the optimal frame pha
shift solutions, become important.

C. Polarization observables

We follow the procedure outlined by Ichimura and Kaw
higashi @31#, which uses relativistic transformations of o
servables to define four c.m.-frame polarization observa
Di in terms of the laboratory-frame polarization-transfer c
efficientsDi j . These polarization observables are given b

Do5~1/4!@11DN8N1~DS8S1DL8L!cos~a1!

2~DS8L2DL8S!sin~a1!#, ~4!

Dn5~1/4!@11DN8N2~DS8S1DL8L!cos~a1!

1~DS8L2DL8S!sin~a1!#, ~5!

FIG. 11. Kinematic values calculated for the2H(p,n) reaction
in the optimal frame at 200 MeV incident energy. Momentum tra
fer q, effective laboratory kinetic energyTeff , and effective c.m.
angleuc.m. eff are presented as a function of energy lossv.
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Dq5~1/4!@12DN8N1~DS8S2DL8L!cos~a2!

2~DS8L1DL8S!sin~a2!#, ~6!

Dp5~1/4!@12DN8N2~DS8S2DL8L!cos~a2!

1~DS8L1DL8S!sin~a2!#, ~7!

with the constraint

Do1Dn1Dq1Dp51. ~8!

These observables follow from the original definitions
Bleszynski, Bleszynski, and Whitten@33# and are the spin
independentDo , the spin longitudinalDq , and the two spin
transverseDn andDp .

The laboratory-frame coordinates (S,N,L) and
(S8,N8,L8) were defined in Sec. II. The corresponding c.
coordinates (q,n,p) are defined asq5(k f2k i)/(uk f2k i u),
n5(k i3k f)/(uk i3k f u), and p5q3n, whereki and kf are
the initial and final projectile momenta in theNA c.m. frame.
The anglesa1 anda2 are defined by

a15uc.m.2a0 , ~9!

a252up2uc.m.1a0 , ~10!

-

FIG. 12. Polarization-transfer coefficients, analyzing power, a
induced polarization for the reaction2H(pW ,nW ) calculated at 200
MeV incident energy andu lab537°, using Faddeev equations wit
the CD Bonn potential~solid and dot-dashed lines! and optimal
framenp values~dashed lines! obtained from the CD Bonn poten
tial ~see text!. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the ene
loss for freenp scattering.
1-10
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POLARIZATION TRANSFER IN QUASIFREE (pW ,nW ) . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034611
where

cos~a0!5cos~uc.m.!cos~u lab!1g sin~uc.m.!sin~u lab!.
~11!

The anglea0 is related to the relativistic angleV used by
Ichimura and Kawahigashi@31# by a05uc.m.2u lab2V. The
angleup represents the angle between the incident beam
rection and the vectorp defined above.

The calculated c.m. polarization observablesDi are plot-
ted in Figs. 13 and 14 at anglesu lab524° and 37°, respec
tively, as a function of energy lossv. TheDi values for the
2H(p,n) reaction are compared in Fig. 13 with results th

FIG. 13. Polarization observables for the reaction2H(pW ,nW ) at
Ep5197 MeV and atu lab524°, q'1.4 fm21, compared to results
obtained from Faddeev calculations~solid lines!with the CD Bonn
potential and optimal framenp values~dashed lines! using the CD
Bonn potential. See text.

FIG. 14. Polarization observables for the reactions2H(pW ,nW ),
3,4He(pW ,nW ) at Ep5197 MeV and atu lab537° (q'2.0 fm21)
compared to results~solid lines! obtained from Faddeev calcula
tions for the2H(pW ,nW ) reaction. See text.
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use as input the FaddeevDi j values~solid curves!, and with
results derived in the optimal frame using the freeNN values
from the CD Bonn potential~dashed lines!. The two calcu-
lations compare well to each other in the vicinity of the e
ergy loss for freenp scattering, represented by the dott
vertical lines, as was the case for the respectiveDi j values
shown in Fig. 12. In general, the empirical data agree sligh
better with the Faddeev calculations. This is also true
data at the other two anglesu lab513° and 48°, not shown
here@22#.

In Fig. 14 we compareDi results atu lab537° obtained for
the (p,n) reactions on all three targets2H and 3,4He. The
solid curves represent values obtained from the Faddeev-
of calculations for the2H(p,n) reaction. Results for all three
targets seem to cluster around the solid curves.

VII. SUMMARY

We have reported on a complete set of polarizatio
transfer coefficients measured at 197 MeV in the quasif
region for the (pW ,nW ) reactions on2H and 3,4He targets in the
momentum-transfer rangeq50.75–2.4 fm21. Data ob-
tained on all these targets atu lab537° (q'2.0 fm21) are
shown in Fig. 15. The figure seems to indicate that theDi j
values are, within statistics, not substantially different fro
each other, but a givenDi j is the same for all nuclei. The

FIG. 15. Polarization-transfer coefficients, analyzing power, a
induced polarization for quasielastic (pW ,nW ) reactions on2H, 3,4He
targets at a scattering angle ofu lab537°, q'2.0 fm21, and at 197
MeV incident energy. The vertical dashed lines correspond to
energy loss for freenp scattering. The solid lines represent resu
from Faddeev calculations for the2H(pW ,nW ) reaction.
1-11
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D. L. PROUTet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034611
resulting c.m. polarization observablesDi , as shown in Fig.
14 are subsequently also similar. The empirical results for
2H(pW ,nW ) reaction are in good agreement with Faddeev-ty
calculations using the CD BonnNN interaction. At this scat-
tering angleu lab537°, which corresponds to a momentu
transfer q'2.0 fm21, the p1r1g8 model of the spin-
isospin dependent residual interaction predicts an enha
ment of the spin-longitudinal response relative to the sp
transverse response, assuming a valueg8'0.6. This
enhancement is attributed to nuclear-medium effects non
istent in 2H, but that should be strong in4He since this
nucleus is very close to full nuclear density. The fact that
data for all these three nuclei are so similar indicates that
predicted enhancement in the ratio of the spin response
not observed in these targets in the range of energy loss u
150 MeV studied here.
.
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